Some years ago Anton Yu. Alekseev et al. conjectured the existence of massless modes in the spectrum of excitations ("anomalous massless modes") building upon certain similarities between a spontaneous symmetry breaking and the interplay of axial and vector symmetries in an anomalous theory. We reinterpret the analogy and argue that the presence of these modes is ensured in any (even) number of dimensions only by the excitation of certain anomaly-induced terms called Schwinger terms. In 1+1 dimensions the anomalous massless mode corresponds to the charge density wave present in a Luttinger liquid. In 3+1 dimensions, we identify the anomalous massless mode with the so-called chiral magnetic wave. Our analysis shows that both modes arise as a consequence of the same physics.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that anomalies play a very important role in the definition and consistency of Quantum Field Theories (QFT's) [1] . For instance, anomalies in the gauge sector must be avoided since they spoil the renormalizability of the theory. Tightly related to anomalies are the so-called Schwinger terms (ST), which are terms appearing in the equal time commutators of constrain operators [2] , inducing an extension of the algebra that can be observed at the level of current commutators [3] . Like anomalies, ST can be obtained by means of the Stora chain of descent equations and known results indicate that they are robust against interactions [4] . Schwinger terms have also implications for theories at finite temperature and/or chemical potential. This fact is eventually responsible for the chiral magnetic effect [5] . As we will briefly review later on, one can also extract the chiral magnetic effect from the existence of ST. Associating anomalous transport to ST is more natural than using the anomaly polynomial. The reason is that the chiral magnetic effect is present even when the anomaly is not excited, but Schwinger terms need to be switched on for the chiral magnetic effect to be present, as we will see.
Focusing on the interplay between a vector and axial symmetry, the purpose of this note is to emphasize that an anomaly (concretely, the presence of ST) leads to the existence of massless modes in the spectrum of excitations ("anomalous massless modes") and to analyze some of the consequences of their presence. To that end, we start out motivating the idea in the next section by studying the 1+1-dimensional case in detail. Then we extend the result for D = d + 1-dimensional constructions (with D even), with similar conclusions to the ones of [6] ; we elaborate on the main differences between both approaches later on. Then we move on to the particular case of 3+1 dimensions and interpret the resulting anomalous massless mode as the so-called chiral magnetic wave (CMW) [7] , which has been conjectured to have implications for heavy-ion collisions The whole construction shows certain striking similarities with the physics of spontaneous symmetry breaking, even though, as will become clear later on, there is no charged operator developing a vacuum expectation value in our setup. Our construction makes the presence of CMW a general and robust feature, as long as there exists an anomalous symmetry plus a background magnetic field. Let us remark that Schwinger terms are indeed crucial to make the connection; in its absence our conclusions are not valid anymore. We conclude elaborating on future directions and possible generalizations based on the known results regarding usual NG bosons. It is important to clarify that throughout this paper we will be considering non-dynamical external gauge fields, so that we can consider a background in which the divergence of the current is effectively conserved.
FERMION IN 1+1 DIMENSIONS, SCHWINGER TERM AND LUTTINGER LIQUIDS
Let us discuss a general system of left and rightmoving fermions in 1+1 dimensions ψ L and ψ R , with the following lagrangian
where L int represent a generic interacting term, which should not affect cualitatively our forecoming conclusions, due to the robustness of ST. It is very useful to perform the usual bosonization
where φ L,R is a scalar field. Moreover, we further split
. It turns out that ϕ is dual to v, i.e. ∂ t ϕ = −∂ x v (see for instance [9] ). This leads us to an expression for vector current can be written in terms of the scalar ϕ as
which in particular implies that the charge density is j
Moreover, exploiting the identity between gamma matrices in two dimensions γ µ γ 5 = ǫ µν γ ν we can identify j µ a (x) = ∂ µ ϕ(x). Now, the Schwinger term provides us with a central extension, and the (anomalous) commutator of the axial and vector charge densities reads [10] 
or
where we have defined the charge operator
The anomaly-induced commutator (5) has important consequences. Equation (5) indicates that ϕ gets shifted under the action of Q a . Indeed, we claim that the scalar field ϕ(x) is the analogue of a goldstone field for a broken U (1) symmetry. As expected, a constant shift of ϕ does not make any difference (in particular, our currents are invariant under it), but if we assume that ϕ(x) = ϕ 0 + ϕ 1 (x), with the latter being a small perturbation, we find that ϕ 1 (x) represents a massless field. In other words, preserving the axial symmetry implies that the effective action must be invariant under constant shifts of ϕ and thus cannot contain any mass-term for that scalar 1 . As a consequence, there must be a massless mode in the spectrum of excitations of the theory, namely, our anomalous massless mode. Notice in passing that at finite chemical potential, we have j
, which is nothing but the chiral magnetic effect in 1+1 dimensions. But since j
we conclude that ∂ t ϕ(x) = 4πµ a , which is, up to a trivial factor, the usual relation between the (superfluid) chemical potential and a derivative of a goldstone field (this is also compatible with j
. This is another example of the similarities between the anomalous massless mode and a true Nambu-Goldstone mode.
Anomalous massless boson from hydrodynamics:
As expected, a new massless mode can be observed by a hydrodynamic analysis of the theory. As will become clear, it turns out that the presence of these massless modes is related to the alterations in the hydrodynamics that are induced by the so-called anomalous transport in the corresponding dimension. Indeed, the currents feature the following hydrodynamic expansion (we have rescaled the chemical potentials to avoid factors of 4π in order to make the discussion clearer)
where {v, a} stand for "axial" and "vector", D {v,a} are diffusion constants and
v /χ v are axial and vector chemical potentials respectively. Since the electric field vanishes, we can impose current conservation to obtain
1 We thank Carlos Hoyos for suggesting this argument.
leading to dispersion relations
So we observe a massless mode with a linear dispersion relation. Although not explicit, it is important to point out that its velocity of sound would vanish in the absence of the ST, which induces the central extension in (5).
Relationship with Luttinger liquids
As will be shown later on, in general ST depend on the presence of background gauge fields that we can turn off at will. However, according to (5), this is not the case in 1+1 dimensions. Therefore, any consistent theory of fermions in 1+1 dimensions should take this issue into account. This was initially done in [11] , in which the authors provided a solution to the Luttinger liquid via bosonization 2 . In this theory one can show that the bosonization of the Luttinger liquid leads to the following action for our bosonization field ϕ(x) (see for instance [12] )
that is, field appearing in equation (5) leads to a wavelike massless mode with velocity of sound v (which is fixed by the couplings of the original fermionic theory).
In the context of Luttinger liquids this mode is called charge density wave. We therefore reach the conclusion that our anomalous massless mode in 1+1 dimensions is nothing but the well-known charge density wave arising in Luttinger liquids. The connection with Luttinger liquids is interesting for another reason. It allows us to elucidate to what extent the field ϕ(x) is the goldstone field arising from a real spontaneous symmetry breaking. In particular, notice that we can construct an operator charged under Q a of the form
where we have used the symmetry ϕ → ϕ + ϕ 0 . The question we want to address is then does O acquire a vacuum expectation value (VEV)? The answer is obviously negative due to the Mermin-Wagner theorem. Making use of the Luttinger-liquid theory we can be more explicit. The two-point function G(x) = O(x)O(0) behaves at large distances as [12] G(x >> 1)
where
and hence, as expected, although there exists an anomalous massless mode that shares many features with a NG boson, there is no real spontaneus symmetry breaking in our system.
ANOMALOUS MASSLESS BOSON IN GENERAL (EVEN) DIMENSIONS
Our considerations in the previous section generalize without obstruction to higher (even) dimensions and thus we expect the same conclusions to hold. However, in D = d + 1 > 2 dimensions there are several technical differences that arise and we proceed to point out. First of all, the central extension (4) becomes more complicated in dimension D > 2, and generically depends on external fields F , schematically
where i = 1, ..., d and f is a (vector) functional of the external fields. In general, we should consider background fields such that f (F ) i = 0, which turns the ST on. In 1+1 dimensions this is not a problem because f is a constant in that case. Moreover, there exist a further constraint on our background configuration, namely, it has to be such that the anomaly is switched off. We will see later on that it is not complicated to come up with a background configuration such that all the requirements are satisfied.
Apart from the background configuration, there is another complication for D > 2 that has to do with the extension of (3); one way to proceed is to introduce an off-shell and ad-hoc solution to the conservation equation
However, there is some gauge freedom Λ → Λ + dg remaining. After gauge-fixing, we are left with a d−dimensional vector ω. This is the procedure employed in [6] in order to find the analogue of the scalar field ϕ for D > 2. This procedure finds more justification when trying to generalize the bosonization procedure to dimensions higher than D = 2. One can see that one is then naturally lead to a Kalb-Ramon gauge potential that can be identified with Λ [13, 14] , which in turn provides us with a current of the form (14) (see for instance [15] ). Therefore, we take the the d-dimensional vector field ω j (x) as the proper generalization of ϕ(x) (observe that the 1+1-dimensional results are recovered if we apply this general logic back to the case D = 2).
Equipped with the above considerations, we can now apply the conclusions reached in the 1+1-dimensional case. The field ω j fulfills
and similarities with a goldstone field are again manifest. For the same reasons as in D = 2, field ω j will induce a massless excitation, which is an anomalous massless boson in D dimensions. Observe that, once again, Schwinger terms (13) or (15) are crucial to induce nontrivial transformation properties of ω j under an axial transformation; there will be no gapless mode in its absence. A similar conclusion was reached in [6] . In that reference the VEV of the commutator in (15) is interpreted as some sort of order parameter and Goldstone's theorem is invoked to argue in favor of the existence of massless modes whenever the current satisfies j i v = 0. Here, on the contrary, we do not rely on Goldstone's theorem but only on the non-trivial transformation of ω i under Q a at the operator level 3 . This allows us to link the existence of massless modes to the presence of nonvanishing Schwinger terms in the corresponding dimension, without appealing to any other quantity. In the following, we particularize the above general discussion to the 3 + 1-dimensional case.
Anomalous massless boson in 3+1 dimensions and the Chiral Magnetic Wave
To illustrate the previous comments, we focus now on the 3+1-dimensional case. We assume that we have a chiral fermion and consider the interplay between axial and vector currents. The Schwinger term now takes the form [16] 
which does not vanish, but depends on a external magnetic field B j (x) (with j = 1, 2, 3). The coefficient λ above is related to the anomaly coefficient. The ST can be recast in the more convenient form
In order to ensure the conservation of the currents we are required to assume that our background configuration is such that the electric field vanishes E = 0, whereas the magnetic field is non-zero B = 0 5 . At this point it is worth mentioning the result of [6] , in which Schwinger term (17) is used to derive the chiral magnetic effect. The authors consider a finite chemical
which in particular is valid for arbitrary (namely, non-necessarily constant) magnetic field. In this way, we can derive the chiral magnetic effect without any reference to the anomalous divergence of the current in the presence of external fields, which is more natural for we have been working all the time with E = 0, so that the anomaly E · B = 0. This construction again emphasizes the tight relation between the presence of anomalous massless bosons and the existence of anomalous transport. However, notice an important difference: equation (18) vanishes if µ 5 = 0, whereas the existence of anomalous gapless bosons is ensured even at zero chemical potential by arguments given above, as long as the magnetic field is present.
Applying the same logic as in previous sections, we thus expect an anomalous massless mode in the spectrum of excitations. As before, we assume that temperature is different from zero and use a hydrodynamic approach. In fact, the computation is identical to that carried out in 1+1 dimensions, the only difference being that now the external magnetic field enters explicitly the constitutive relations for the spatial components of the currents. Assuming that B = B e x points in the x-direction, the hydrodynamic expansion of the currents now reads 
As aforementioned, our anomalous massless mode in 3+1 dimensions is the chiral magnetic wave [7] , which has been found recently as a consequence of anomalies. Our analysis shows that the presence of this mode is completely general as long as we have an AVV anomaly and a background magnetic field.
To conclude this section, let us remark again that the presence of this mode is independent of the chemical potential. This feature is somehow obscured by the hydrodynamic derivation, but one can use holographic methods and encounter the anomalous massless mode (the CMW in 3+1 dimensions) in the spectrum of a thermal theory even at zero chemical potential (notice that the chemical potential does not appear in (19) ).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this note we have shown that, as long as Schwinger terms are excited, anomalies induce massless modes in the spectrum of excitations ("anomalous massless modes"). This is compatible with the fact that they alter the hydrodynamics of the theory (giving rise to the chiral magnetic and chiral vortical effects). We have investigated how a Schwinger term in 1+1 dimensions implies the existence of a massless mode. We also pointed out the connection with Luttinger liquids; the anomalous gapless boson gets in this way identified with the charge density wave. Besides, there is no real spontaneous symmetry breaking in our setup. Then, we have generalized the above logic to higher dimensions and worked out the 3+1-dimensional case as well. In 3+1 dimensions the anomalous massless boson corresponds to the chiral magnetic wave [7] , which arises naturally and in an expected way in our framework. In this way, we unify the physics of the CMW with that of the charge density wave. Our conclusions imply the presence of massless modes for arbitrary (even) dimensions as long as Schwinger terms are excited.
We expect a rich phenomenology associated to anomalous massless bosons. For instance, they should have a great impact on the thermodynamic properties of the system. Moreover, it is well-known that the CMW provokes an infinite D.C. conductivity (this is known under the name of negative magnetoresistivity [8] which is expected to play a role in Dirac and Weyl-semimetals [17, 18] ), very much as a usual NG boson does. It would be interesting to study whether this feature is independent of dimensionality. Exploiting further the analogy, let us also point out that the presence of a vector chemical potential switches on the spatial component of the axial current, and hence it is possible that the anomalous gapless boson behaves in the presence of a finite vector chemical potential as a usual NG boson does whenever we turn on supervelocity. If this is so, there would be an associated Landau criterion and a corresponding instability for large enough vector chemical potential. In fact, due to the similarities between anomalous massless modes and usual NG bosons, it is plausible that conclusions in the analysis of the latter carry over to our case. If so, an interesting extension would be to address the possibility of constructing a theory featuring Type-II anomalous gapless bosons (there is a lot of literature on usual Type-II NG bosons [19] , some of it quite recent; see [20] and also [21] for a review), which typically involves either explicit or spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry to some extent, as well as the interplay between several generators of a non-abelian symmetry. Furthermore, for relativistic theories it is known that Type-II NG bosons are accompanied by certain "massive goldstones" [22, 23] .
There are other future directions that one can follow, regarding explicit set-ups in which anomalous massless bosons can be observed. For instance, there can exist further anomalous sound modes if Schwinger terms af-fect the commutator of a current and the energy density (possibly, such terms would be proportional to the external vorticity). Another direction involves the extension of our arguments to Weyl and gravitational anomalies. However, in that case it is not straightforward to establish a physical effect because, as shown in [24] for the 1+1-dimensional case,
where T {a,v} denotes relevant components of the axial/vector energy-momentum tensor, is of higher order in derivatives. If we assume that the energy-momentum tensor can be written in terms of a putative scalar field as T ∼ ∂ 2 θ, the derivative that is left in (20) invalidates the program carried out above. But a cautionary remark is in order here. The naive momentum power counting is known to led to wrong conclusions when analyzing physical effects associated to the mixed gauge-gravitational anomaly [25, 26] . Finally, our argument could break down if we excite the anomaly in the background. This would be consistent with considerations presented in [27] and could be investigated further.
